
 

 

NCC Transportation Advisory Committee 

NCC Conference Room, Mt. Eustis Commons, Littleton, NH 

Meeting Minutes 

October 13, 2016 

Members Present: Doug Grant (Randolph), Frank Claffey (Bethlehem), Donna Laurent (Jefferson), 

Clayton MacDonald (Stratford),  Carl Martland (Sugar Hill), Rob Nadler (Albany), Earl Sires (Conway), 

Robin Irving (Northumberland), Neil McIver (Plymouth), Shawn White (Whitefield), Mark Decoteau 

(Waterville Valley), Ray Gorman (Colebrook) 

Staff: Ben Gaetjens-Oleson, Planner 

Kaela Gray, Planner 

NHDOT: Phillip Beaulieu    

Guests:  Consultants, Engineers & Municipal Officials to present TAP Projects 

Call to Order:  

The meeting was called to order at 10:00 AM.  A round table of introductions was completed.  

1. Choose order for TAP project  

Order for presentations was chosen by picking town names out of a bag.  The order chosen follows:  

Conway, Waterville Valley, Colebrook, Gorham, Berlin, Groveton, Littleton, Whitefield and Plymouth.  

Prior to the first presentation any community with handouts distributed them to the TAC members. 

After the presentations the scoring process was discussed.  After some questions it was decided to 

remove the Socioeconomic Benefits from the TAC scoring sheet.  That would leave 6 categories to score 

each application on a range from 1 to 10.  No community will score their own application.  Applications 

will be rated on final average scores. 

There was also discussion concerning the difference between projects that propose to construct new 

sidewalks and those that propose to replace older, deteriorating sidewalks.  It was explained that all 

applications needed to be scored on the same criteria.  How each individual scores the applications is 

subjective.  Some may have different priorities and therefore score the proposals based on those 

individual priorities. 

With no further discussion TAC members completed their scoring sheets and passed them in.  The 

meeting was adjourned at 12:30 for an hour while the scores could be tabulated and rankings were 

established.  

2. Final TAP Project Rankings 

The meeting resumed at 1:30.  Doug Grant proposed instructing Kaela Gray to write a letter to NH DOT 

expressing the TAC’s feeling that the applications submitted from the North Country Council region were 

all excellent and worthy of funding, also that the TAP program and scoring should remain consistent for 



 

 

several years to allow municipalities to have longer to prepare projects and to carry over unsuccessful 

proposals to another grant round. 

A motion was made by Carl Martland and seconded by Frank Claffey to instruct Kaela Gray to draft a 

letter to the NHDOT from the NCC Transportation Advisory Council to express the committee’s thoughts 

on the tremendous response we had in response to the TAP funding in the North Country having 

received nine excellent proposals from municipalities. The TAC would like to highlight the importance on 

continuity in the TAP funding program, and suggest that the objectives and scoring criteria remain the 

same for several years to provide repeated opportunities for communities to pursue the projects they 

look to complete. NCC feels that the creation of a multi-year planning system for pedestrian and bicyclist 

projects would allow communities to incorporate TAP funding into their long term planning and increase 

continuity. All projects reviewed by the TAC were deemed to be very worthy of funding and completion. 

A vote was taken and the motion passed 10/1 with Robin Irving voting in opposition to the motion. 

Doug Grant then read the project rankings based on the aggregated TAC scoring of each proposal.  

Conway received the highest average score followed by Littleton, Berlin, Plymouth, Waterville Valley, 

Colebrook, Groveton, Gorham, and Whitefield. 

A motion was made by Rob Nadler and seconded by Frank Claffey to approve the project rankings as 

read.  A vote was taken and the motion passed 9/0/2 with Ray Gorman and Earl Sires abstaining.  

3. Adjourn  
With nothing further to discuss a motion was made by Neil McIver and seconded by Frank Claffey to 

adjourn.  A vote was taken and the motion carried unanimously. 

Meeting adjourned at 2:05 PM 

Next Meeting: 11/17/2016 
 
Minutes respectfully submitted by Benjamin S. Gaetjens-Oleson 

 

 

 

  

 


